A single voice profile across mobile, web, and desktop

Dragon Medical Connect bridges back-end, on-premise front-end, and cloud-based speech recognition deployments

Harness the power of your single voice profile—virtually anywhere

Dragon Medical Connect links your Nuance transcription and on-premise front-end speech recognition investments and infrastructure to the cloud—enabling a single voice profile and personalized customizations across workflows, devices, and apps. Nuance transcription users can seamlessly transition to front-end speech recognition through pre-adapted voice models with personalizations, and Dragon Medical Network Edition users can access their personalized content and customizations through the Dragon Medical One cloud platform.

Save time and take advantage of a consistent voice experience across Dragon Medical One, Dragon Medical Network Edition, Nuance transcription platforms, mobile productivity apps like secure messaging and clinical reference tools, and speech-enabled EHRs powered by Dragon Medical, like Epic Haiku and Canto, Cerner PowerChart Touch, eClinicalWorks Mobile and Touch.
Dragon Medical Connect makes your unique voice profile available virtually anywhere. And with customizations securely stored and managed in the cloud, profile sharing is automated. When you add or train a word, create a template, or build a command, there’s no need to recreate it in other Nuance-enabled solutions—Dragon Medical Connect makes your personalized profile immediately available across platforms and devices.

**Features and benefits**

- **Anytime, anywhere access**
  Get clinicians up and running faster on new devices and apps with access to shared profiles.

- **Improved productivity**
  Capture the patient’s unique story in your own words, across apps and devices, without the need to recreate your voice profile and personalized customizations.

- **End-to-end security**
  Speech-related data is communicated over 256-bit encryption channels using TLS protocols to ensure end-to-end security.

**Single voice profile compatibility**

- **Nuance transcription platforms**
  Pre-adapted voice models with personalizations accessible through Dragon Medical One.

- **Dragon Medical Network Edition**
  Voice profile customizations immediately accessible through Dragon Medical One.

- **Dragon Medical One**
  Access your single voice profile through Dragon Medical One, Nuance’s cloud platform for clinical speech recognition.

- **Mobile productivity apps**
  Access your single voice profile in a select catalog of mobile productivity apps with speech-enabled workflows, including secure messaging, clinical reference and medical education apps.*

- **Dragon Medical embedded in mobile and web-based EHRs**
  Access your single voice profile in voice-enabled EHRs, like Cerner PowerChart Touch, Epic Haiku and Canto, eClinicalWorks Mobile and Touch, and more than 100 additional mobile, web, and desktop EHRs with voice powered by Dragon Medical.

**Nuance Professional Services**

Our team of experts gives you all the support you need to plan, deploy and adopt our cloud platform. Maximize how a true, single voice profile supports a seamless transition from back-end to front-end speech through pre-adapted voice models with personalizations. Let our team help your Dragon Medical Network Edition users leverage their pre-existing voice models and customizations with Dragon Medical One across devices and the broadest app ecosystem in the industry. And once you’re up and running, you can easily monitor usage and access actionable analytics to help you maximize the return on your investment.

Ready to take your documentation to the next level? Contact your Nuance Healthcare representative, call 877-805-5902 or visit nuance.com/healthcare to get started today.

*Requires subscription to Dragon Medical One with Nuance Healthcare ID

**About Nuance Communications, Inc.**

Nuance Communications, Inc., is a leading provider of voice and language solutions for businesses and consumers around the world. Its technologies, applications and services make the user experience more compelling by transforming the way people interact with devices and systems. Every day, millions of users and thousands of businesses experience Nuance’s proven applications. For more information, please visit: www.nuance.com/healthcare. Connect with Nuance on social media through the healthcare blog, What’s next, as well as Twitter and LinkedIn.